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This Sustainability Plan is the first of its kind for Montgomery County -- a document to span the years 20212025. It charters a green and sustainable path for our administration in an ever-changing world. Our planet
requires a major shift in behavior to overcome consumption and environmental degradation in order to
successfully work for a better future for our community.
As Montgomery County Commissioners, we play a key role in maintaining a healthy, sustainable and
equitable environment for our residents. We also recognize that environmental protection and resiliency is an
opportunity to innovate and transform solutions that will preserve our ability to live healthy and prosperous
lives.
This five-year plan will guide our employees and departments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
from county operations and increase efficiencies while we continue to lead the community and pursue
partnerships. We commend and support the implementation of this plan with the full participation, inclusion
and leadership of county employees and our community.

Letter from our County Administrator
This report highlights the work we have done as well as the work that lies ahead of
us. Our Commissioners hold sustainability close to their hearts and this document
reflects that. We are commited to improve the way we operate, interact with one
another, and make future decisions to guide our course based on what we learn.
Changes such as purchasing renewable energy, converting to an electric fleet, and
establishing new standards saves money, not only for Montgomery County, but for
our taxpayers.
County Administrator
Michael Colbert
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Introduction
Through the work and collaboration of many departments under the Board of
County Commissioners over an eight-month time frame, we proudly introduce
the inaugural 2021-2025 Montgomery County Sustainability Plan. This plan will
guide Montgomery County’s internal operations as we continue to lead the larger
community for a healthy, sustainable and equitable environment.
Aligning our mission of environmental stewardship with day-to-day operations
and actions will model sustainable behavior to the community we serve, build
camaraderie and teamwork within county departments, reduce waste, enhance
efficiencies to save taxpayer dollars and spark broader change throughout county
government. This plan represents countless hours spent in creating a road map for
operating and building a healthy and sustainable organization.
Our environmental commitment has remained steadfast over the past decade
as we recognize humanity’s need to reduce carbon emissions, limit global
temperature rise to 1.5° C (34.7 °F) , and mitigate severe climate catastrophe. In
2007, Commissioners Judy Dodge and Debbie Lieberman convened a forum of
local citizens, government and business leaders to identify strategies aimed at
reducing greenhouse gas emissions in Montgomery and surrounding counties.
Many ideas were generated from the forum and, as a result, the Dayton Regional
Green (DRG) initiative was created.
Montgomery County’s DRG initiative paved the way for the Green Business
Certification program and community-wide Bring Your Green challenge. These
programs have had measurable community impact. To date, more than 900
businesses (including educational institutions and non-profit organizations) have
gained the DRG Green Business Certification. Of those businesses, more than 300
have participated in action-based sustainability challenges, yielding to measured
reductions of more than 21,777 tons of CO2, $1,881,000 in energy cost savings, more
than $3.2 million in enhanced rebates from local power utilities and 14,093 tons of
waste diverted from landfills.
Our journey continues and our commitment grows as we lead by example. Our
hope is that this plan encourages employees and departments to implement and
own sustainability practices that will protect our environment. Together, we will
make a difference.

Montgomery
County is a
frequent recipient
of local and regional
sustainability
honors.
This includes:
• 2020 NACo National
Achievement Award for
the Bring Your Green
Challenge
• 2018 Sustainable
Community of the Year
by Partners for the
Environments
• 2016 Spotlight Award
from Dayton Power &
Light
• Sustainability and
Energy Smart Award by
the US Green Building
Council of Southwest
Ohio
• 2012 NACo Achievement
Award for the Dayton
Regional Green Initiative
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Process, Priority Areas & Goals
This document represents a dynamic process
structured to facilitate departmental innovation
and strategic decision-making to advance county
sustainability, promote continual improvement,
coordinate decision-making, avoid unnecessary
repetition and encourage internal and external
collaborative partnerships.
Sustainability Plan Development Highlights:
• Create a county task force with representation
across various departments, including but not
limited to: Sustainability Office (Dayton Regional
Green), Office of Strategic Initiatives, Environmental
Services, Facilities Management, Energy
Management Office, Purchasing, Fleet Services,
Human Resources, Communications, IT and Data
Processing
• The Sustainability Office will facilitate the
implementation of the plan
• Leverage/implement/grow existing programs
where available
• Identify goals and metrics based on feasibility, cost
and potential impact to ensure sound stewardship
of the county’s resources
• The task force shall meet regularly throughout the
year and track measures of progress. As a result,
an Annual Sustainability Progress Report will be
published at the end of each calendar year

Priority Areas

Through a continuous improvement
framework, the county will strive
to integrate innovative sustainable
practices throughout its operations and
facilities. The Task Force identified seven
key priority areas:
1. Energy & Climate: Reduce greenhouse
gas emissions
2. Buildings & Grounds: Strive for
sustainable and healthy buildings &
grounds
3. Purchasing: Advance environmental
sustainability in purchasing and
contracting procedures
4. Fleet: Guide the county towards a
more efficient fleet
5. Waste Diversion: Reduce solid waste
generated from county facilities
6. Employee Engagement: Build a
culture of sustainability for county
employees
7. Community Outreach: Promote,
advance and lead the region towards
sustainability and energy conservation

Solar panels are located above tunnels at the Montgomery County Transfer Station.
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Energy & Climate
Concern surrounding climate change has grown in recent
years, with more scientific evidence implicating human
activities for the rise of atmospheric greenhouse gas
emissions¹. According to the EPA, the largest source of
greenhouse gas emissions f rom human activities in the
United States comes f rom burning fossil fuels for electricity,
heat and transportation². Increased concentrations
of greenhouse gas emissions traps heat in the upper
atmosphere and warms the planet with far ranging
environmental and health effects. Reducing energy
consumption and increasing our utilization of renewable
energy will help lower our greenhouse gas emissions.

REDUCE
GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS EMITTED
FROM COUNTY
BUILDINGS AND
FACILITIES

Despite remarkable improvements in energy efficiency, sustaining our current level of energy
use will only become more challenging as new buildings are constructed and a host of
modern electronics and appliances are adding to our “plug load”. To reduce emissions from
our facilities, we need to reduce energy use as well as the carbon intensity of energy supplies,
primarily by increasing renewable sources of electricity. Luckily, energy systems are in a period
of historic transition. Renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar, are dropping rapidly
in price, and carbon-based sources, such as coal, are becoming less desirable as they are
forced to account for the costs of pollution that causes climate change and other health and
environmental problems.
The energy performance of our buildings does not end at the design, construction and retrofit
of our facilities. Operators and building occupants have a significant impact on energy use.
Approaches of building tune-ups, enhanced operations and maintenance, and changing the
energy use behavior of occupants have the capacity for large carbon savings.
An energy-tracking system has been launched by the Sustainability Office through the
Dayton Regional Green initiative to benchmark, track and report on progress. Working with
stakeholders from our various departments, we have established energy and greenhouse gas
reduction targets for our facilities through efficiency upgrades, operational commissioning and
behavioral changes.
By reducing our energy use, along with supporting local renewable energy development,
Montgomery County can help secure a clean and healthy environment as it reduces
operational expenses.
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Goal 1: Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Objective 1: Reduce energy use in county facilities
Action

Lead Partners

1.1.1 Retro-commission county buildings

Sustainability Office

1.1.2 Update and implement an energy policy plan

Sustainability Office

1.1.3 Convert all lights and light fixtures to LED and
install motion sensors where appropriate to reduce
energy from lighting loads

Facilities

1.1.4 Use energy efficient equipment in Capital
Improvement Projects when feasible

Facilities

1.1.5 Track energy usage through Bring Your Green
challenge platform
1.1.6 Engage maintenance supervisors through
training, incentives and competitions

Sustainability Office
Facilities

Objective 2: Increase utilization of renewable energy
Action

Lead Partners

1.2.1 Purchase renewable energy, preferably from
local Ohio sources when possible

Energy Office

1.2.2 Evaluate feasibility of installing on-site
solar at county facilities

Energy Office

Dayton Regional
Green held its
Bring Your Green
Challenge in
October 2019.
Bring Your Green
encourages
participants
to assess their
practices and
engage employees
and students to
foster a culture of
sustainability.
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Buildings & Grounds
Nationally, the building sector is attributed annually with
approximately 39% of energy-related carbon emissions, making it
the biggest single sector polluter³. A building’s related emissions
come from two major sources: “operational” sources generated
over the life of a building to power lighting, cooling, heating
and plug loads, and construction related “embodied” carbon
sources from the mining, harvesting, processing, manufacturing,
transportation and installation of building materials during
construction and renovation projects. How we construct our
buildings and how we operate them contribute to climate change.

The Montgomery County Environmental Learning Center,
located in Moraine, is a LEED-certified building.

STRIVE FOR
SUSTAINABLE AND
H E A LT H Y
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS

According to Architecture 2030*,
operational sources account for about 28%
of carbon emissions and embodied carbon
emissions account for about 11% through
the lifetime of a building, including design,
construction, operation and retrofits⁴. In
each stage of a building’s life, there are
various opportunities to reduce emissions.
This can be done by: incorporating energyefficient designs, designing spaces to
use more natural lighting, specifying
construction materials that have less
embodied carbon and renovating existing
buildings in lieu of new construction.

Montgomery County operates more than 100 buildings and
facilities with more than 3 million square feet of total space,
occupied by more than 4,000 employees and frequented by
thousands of visitors. These buildings are located throughout the
county and each is unique regarding operations, maintenance,
grounds and improvements. Our Facilities & Construction staff
ensure that we maintain, operate, design, renovate and construct
our facilities with a focus on energy efficiency, performance, cost
effectiveness, use of sustainable materials, local preference and an
emphasis on occupant and user health and well-being.

The Montgomery County ELC was
awarded a LEED building certificate in
2019.
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Goal 2: Strive for Sustainable and Healthy Buildings
and Grounds
Objective 1: Incorporate sustainability standards in construction, renovation and
maintenance projects
Action
2.1.1 Establish minimum sustainability standards for new
construction and renovation projects
2.1.2 Evaluate existing contract language and specification in
meeting sustainability requirements
2.1.3 Reduce overall expenditures through improved building
performance and a life cycle approach that considers cost over
the life of a facility
2.1.4 Utilize technology and automated building
systems whenever possible

Lead Partners
Facilities &
Sustainability Office
Purchasing &
Facilities
Facilities &
Sustainability Office
Facilities

Objective 2: Consider ecosystem health when managing county grounds and
open spaces
Action

Lead Partners

2.2.1 Incorporate native species landscaping at county buildings

Facilities

2.2.2 Use an Integrated Pest Management (IPM) program
to eliminate or reduce use of chemical pesticides through a
combination of techniques including environmentally friendly
products

Facilities

2.2.3 Use stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs)

Facilities

Just outside of the
Montgomery County
Transfer Facility are
bowling balls that
were headed to the
landfill. Years ago, one
employee decided
to start setting them
aside, thus creating a
bowling ball “garden.”
This effectively saves
them from the landfill
and makes for a unique
design!
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Objective 3: Advance the health, well-being and productivity of county
employees in our buildings
Action
2.3.1 Provide access to daylight and view opportunities for a
connection to the outdoors through office layout and material
selection
2.3.2 Integrate daylight and electric light to create lighting
strategies focused on human health and occupant control

Lead Partners
Facilities
Facilities &
Sustainability Office

2.3.3 Incorporate sustainability in county policies and practices
as appropriate

Facilities

2.3.4 Use low/zero emitting VOC materials and products where
feasible

Facilities

2.3.5 Continue installing water bottle fill stations

Facilities

Offices at the Environmental Learning Center feature large, floor-to-ceiling windows, offering
employees natural light in their work environments.
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Purchasing
One of the most powerful facilitators of sustainability
is habitual purchasing practices. Green purchasing is
generally defined as purchasing a product that has a
ADVANCE
lesser or reduced negative effect or increased positive
ENVIRONMENTAL
effect on human health and the environment when
SUSTAINABILITY
compared with competing products that serve the
same purpose⁵. Procurement of goods and services
IN PURCHASING
is necessary for every type of organization. What we
AND CONTRACTING
buy and how we buy it, makes a big impact on local
PROCEDURES
communities, the environment and the economy.
By making choices that consider this impact, our
buying decisions will resonate positively throughout
our supply chains, our region, and the world. Environmentally friendly products create a
healthier workplace and instills the values of the total cost of ownership and total life-cycle
cost in purchasing and decision-making.
Because of the substantial amount of public money spent through vendors, the county’s
Purchasing Department is guided in its purchasing procedures by Ohio law and several
established county policies. As stewards of our citizen’s tax dollars, we are committed to
stimulate competitive bidding for goods and services in order to obtain the lowest and best
price, while providing all interested vendors a fair and equal opportunity to offer their goods
and services to Montgomery County.
The Montgomery County Purchasing
Department currently allows
departments to use their own
discretion when purchasing goods and
services. In general, each department
performs these tasks independently.
Green guidelines will be developed as
an easy reference guide for employees
and Purchasing will work with vendors
to prioritize listing green products at
the top of search functions. Communication and training will be imperative in educating
employees on the importance of sustainability when choosing products and vendors.
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Goal 3: Advance Environmental Sustainability in
Purchasing and Contracting Procedures
Objective 1: Expand procurement considerations to include the use of
sustainable goods and services
Action

Lead Partners

3.1.1 Develop web-based green guidelines, specifications and
bid language for County departments.

Sustainability Office,
Purchasing &
Environmental Services

3.1.2 Review existing contracts to find upcoming sustainable
procurement opportunities, where possible

Purchasing

3.1.3 Prioritize listing of green products and supplies at online
purchasing sites for all departmental access
3.1.4 Develop evaluation criteria for bids and contracts that
includes the sustainability of the product, and/or of the
service provider
3.1.5 Consider sustainability when developing a
county purchasing policy

Purchasing

Purchasing
Purchasing &
Sustainability Office

Objective 2: Transition towards electronic records
Action
3.2.1 Work towards an electronic signature platform

Lead Partners
Clerk of the
Commission

3.2.2 Evaluate the feasibility and accessibility of an all-electronic
bid process

Purchasing

3.2.3 Make the vendor portal more accessible and easier to
navigate with Microsoft D365

Purchasing

Objective 3: Invest in equipment and durable goods that reflect the highest
feasible efficiency and lowest life cycle costs
Action

Lead Partners

3.3.1 Purchase ENERGY STAR appliances and products when
feasible

Purchasing

3.3.2 Work toward standardizing the efficient removal of county
equipment no longer being used

Purchasing
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Fleet
The transportation sector continues to be a major
contributor to greenhouse gas emissions and climate
change. According to the Environmental Protection
Agency, 28% of total U.S. greenhouse emissions are
attributed to transportation⁶. Street vehicles account
for a majority of all transportation sector emissions
across four main variables: travel mode choice, fuel
efficiency, vehicle fuel type and total vehicle miles
traveled.

GUIDE THE COUNTY
TOWARD A MORE
EFFICIENT FLEET

Montgomery County’s transportation impacts can be
separated into two categories: employee commute
and fleet. Measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from county and employee owned
vehicles primarily rely on two strategies: reduction of vehicle miles traveled and increasing the
efficiency of travel. While Montgomery County encourages employees to use alternative modes of
transportation and reduce their miles traveled, our greatest impact during the next five years will
come by improving our current fleet and exploring greener alternatives.
Vehicles are a visible and essential piece of
equipment used by most Montgomery County
departments as we provide services to our
communities. Our departments operate more than
1,100 diverse vehicles and pieces of equipment
ranging from standard passenger sedans and
pickup trucks to large tractor trailer combinations,
solid waste load packers and complex Vactor sewer
cleaners. Transitioning towards a greener fleet with
new technologies and clean fuel sources can educate
our employees and citizens on transportation choices
and initiatives as well as play a critical role in getting
these new technologies and fuel solutions to scale.
This however will not happen overnight. As we seek
to understand our infrastructure needs to support
a “greener” fleet, we must first operate our current
fleet at peak performance by prioritizing preventative maintenance, online reporting, extending
life of vehicles while reducing emissions in the process. This all comes at an opportune time with
the centralization of all fleet services under the Board of County Commissioners scheduled for
completion in 2021.
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Goal 4: Guide the county towards a more efficient
fleet
Objective 1: Optimize existing fleet
Action

Lead Partners

4.1.1 Optimize the fleet management software to improve
reporting, scheduling preventative maintenance and fleet
management

Fleet Services

4.1.2 Develop a sustainable tire program

Fleet Services

4.1.3 Reduce the amount of equipment not being utilized
4.1.4 Develop a no-idling policy for all autos and non-service
county vehicles, unless a running engine is essential to the task

Fleet Services
Fleet Services &
Sustainability Office

Objective 2: Transition to a clean, green fleet
Action
4.2.1 Conduct a study on how to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions from county-owned vehicles through efficiency,
equipment, infrastructure and optimization
4.2.2 Develop a county fleet strategy that incorporates the
highest environmental performance and the lowest lifetime
cost

Lead Partners
Fleet Services &
Sustainability Office

Fleet Services

Montgomery County
Environmental Services
Solid Waste District
converted to Compressed
Natural Gas for its trash
haulers. The county also
has an on-site CNG fuel
station for easy access.
The switch saved the
county approximately
$150,000 in fueling costs
each year and reduces
our carbon footprint.
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Waste Diversion
The volume, complexity and toxicity of waste are
increasing each year. With cost and convenience
posed as the most significant drivers of waste, the
average person generates 68% more waste now
compared to 1960, 55% of which ends up in landfills⁷.
Changing markets and new products make it difficult
to determine what discards are recyclable and what
must be disposed as trash. Further complicating our
waste stream is an increase of lighter plastics and an
imposed ban in China that prohibits the importing
and processing of most U.S. recyclables.

REDUCE SOLID
WASTE GENERATED
FROM COUNTY
FACILITIES

In 2019, the Sustainability Office conducted a walk-through of 26 county facilities to assess
the current waste disposal and recycling procedures in place, establish the county’s
baseline recycling rate and identify improvement opportunities to reduce the county’s
environmental footprint and its related Greenhouse gas emissions. The Sustainability Office
recorded each facility’s trash and recycling collection methods, availability of recycling
bins and educational materials, size, number and pick up frequency of the dumpsters,
and source materials recycled. At the end of the walk-throughs, a recycling rate for each
building was calculated on the Bring Your Green platform using Montgomery County Solid
Waste’s recycling data and trash weight estimation from dumpster volume and pickup
schedules. An average recycling rate of 10% was calculated for the 26 county facilities.

Bottles and cans, mixed recycling and
items headed for the landfill can be
properly disposed in facility receptacles.

Diverting our waste streams from landfills reduces
pollution, as well as the demand for raw materials
and helps conserve natural resources. Montgomery
County is committed to reducing operational waste
from county buildings and increasing recycling
and diversion rates. Continuous data collection
through Dayton Regional Green’s Bring Your Green
platform will allow for more accurate tracking and
reporting. This enables the Sustainability Office,
Environmental Services and Facilities to explore
additional waste diversion streams, adjust the
number and frequency of dumpster pickups, and
develop employee educational and engagement
programs. This will all result in reducing waste
generation and increasing recycling rates.
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Goal 5: Reduce solid waste generated from county
facilities
Objective 1: Reduce total waste generated
Action
5.1.1 Reduce paper use through an employee engagement and
digitization campaign

Lead Partners
Environmental Services
& Sustainability Office

5.1.2 Reduce use of disposables and single use items from
county offices and county events

Environmental Services
& Sustainability Office

5.1.3 Increase education and outreach to all Montgomery
County buildings to align with the Montgomery County’s
Environmental Learning Center’s “Recycle Right” campaign

Environmental Services

5.1.4 Encourage employees to work with vendors to minimize
packaging when purchasing products

Purchasing &
Sustainability Office

Objective 2: Increase recycling rates
Action
5.2.1 Standardize waste collection and disposal process at
all locations and improve processes to obtain appropriate
receptacles

Lead Partners

Environmental Services

5.2.2 Revisit the current waste hauler contract to include
recycling pick-up, appropriate dumpster sizes and frequency of
pickup

Purchasing,
Environmental Services
& Sustainability Office

5.2.3 Conduct waste audits for county buildings not included
in 2019 report: inventory trash and recycling system container
sizes, frequency of pickup and collection process

Environmental Services
& Sustainability Office

5.2.4 Set up an online tracking and reporting portal for waste
streams generated from county buildings on Dayton Regional
Green site

Sustainability Office
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Objective 3: Expand diverted streams
Action
5.3.1 Evaluate adding food composting to increase diversion
from landfill. Develop a composting pilot with one department
to determine the feasibility of a larger program
5.3.2 Conduct a feasibility study for an anaerobic digester
through MCSWD that can accept food waste streams from
county buildings
5.3.3 Address the process to divert recyclable materials away
from the landfill from county remodeling, construction and
demolition projects

Lead Partners
Environmental Services
& Sustainability Office

Environmental Services
Sustainability Office
& Facilities

Montgomery County Commissioners participated in the introduction of a new composter at the Dayton Foodbank
in November 2019. Commissioners Judy Dodge and Carolyn Rice scooped leftover food from The Food Summit event
into the composter. The composter helps divert food away from the landfill and into a reusable resource.
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Employee Engagement
To steer the county closer towards total sustainability, we
need to foster employee ownership at all levels. Creating
systems and processes that make it easier for county
employees to intergrate sustainable practices into their
business decisions will allow them to play a key role as we
set environmental goals and targets.

B U I L D A C U LT U R E
OF SUSTAINABILITY
FOR COUNTY
EMPLOYEES

Confronted daily with evidence of climate change and
other issues that harm our environment and well-being,
many of our employees want to do something to help, but
might not know how. We can fill this void and transform our employees from bystanders into
actors as we highlight sustainability initiatives as opportunites that contribute to the future wellbeing of our employees, county and community. Furthermore, to attract the next generation into
our workforce, we have to demonstate how we “walk the talk.” A research study conducted in
2016 by Cone Communications revealed that 76% of millennials consider a company’s social and
environmental commitments when deciding where to work and nearly 64% won’t take a job if a
potential employer doesn’t have strong corporate social responsibility practices.
In Montgomery County, people are the center of what we do. Every day, our team of employees
come to work ready to serve the citizens of our community empowered by our core values.
The county is commited
to ensuring that all
departments have a
voice in the development
and implementation
of internally focused
sustainability programs.
Many departments and
their staff helped devise
this 2021-2025 Sustainability
Plan by participating
in work groups and will
play key roles in the
implementation for years to
come.
Employees Megan O’Leary and Danielle Malagarie work to properly
recycle Styrofoam at the Solid Waste District’s Recycling Canopy.
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Goal 6: Build a culture of sustainability for county
employees
Objective 1: Inspire, educate and engage county employees on sustainability
initiatives
Action

Lead Partners

6.1.1 Develop an online resource for green and sustainable living
at work and at home for county employees.

Sustainability Office

6.1.2 Encourage departmental participation in countywide
“green” challenges

Sustainability Office

6.1.3 Establish, recognize and celebrate employees who
champion sustainability in county operations

Sustainability Office

6.1.4 Present sustainability information at new employee
onboarding
6.1.5 Serve as a resource to county offices and departments for
both small and large-scale sustainability initiatives
6.1.6 Explore opportunities to integrate sustainability with
employee wellness initiatives
6.1.7 Encourage the brainstorming of ideas to guide future
employee driven initiatives

Sustainability Office &
Environmental Services
Sustainability Office
Human Resources &
Sustainability Office

Human Resources

Dayton Regional Green is an online-based challenge
platform.
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Community Outreach
Montgomery County realizes that climate change solutions
are only achieved through combining the collective
energy of individuals, organizations and businesses
throughout our region. Addressing the difficulty of making
sustainability important to the people we serve, especially
for small businesses and organizations lacking resources,
Montgomery County developed and launched an innovative
Bring Your Green Challenge, a web-based software platform
that engages communities and businesses in sustainability
competitions leading to measurable impacts in carbon and
energy cost savings and waste diversion.

PROMOTE,
ADVANCE AND
LEAD THE REGION
TOWARDS
SUSTAINABILITY
AND ENERGY
CONSERVATION

The challenge creatively leverages a company’s need to “green” their operations as a means
to achieve community-wide impactful energy and resource reduction. It does this by allowing
enrollment at all scales (city, city organizations, people within organizations and citizens at large)
and thus is designed for national scalability.
Our commitment to community education and outreach has been a constant and is further
displayed at Montgomery County’s Environmental Learning Center (ELC): a resource center
featuring hands-on interactive exhibits and a “green” parking lot. The ELC educates children,
citizens and businesses on resource conservation and environmental stewardship.
To expand the ELC’s outreach to
schools and community groups/
organizations, the Montgomery County
Solid Waste District will be releasing a
virtual tour of the ELC with interactive
features for hands-on learning in 2021.

Commissioners stand with volunteers at Christ United Methodist
Church for a Giving Garden event in April 2021.

Education, outreach and aiding action
are essential to creating partnerships
and collaborations with collective
impact and centralized agendas to
address community sustainability
goals.
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Goal 7: Promote, advance and lead the region
towards sustainability and energy conservation
Objective 1: Promote and collaborate to create a sustainable and equitable
identity for the community
Action

Lead Partners

7.1.1 Raise awareness and promote sustainability through
the Bring Your Green challenge and the green business
certification program

Sustainability Office

7.1.2 Aid action towards sustainability: provide service to help
businesses achieve their sustainability goals through the Green
Business Certification Program and Solid Waste recycling
grants

Sustainability Office

7.1.3 Instill sustainability stewardship in our children through
the Environmental Learning Center and Bring your Green
Challenge

Sustainability Office &
Environmental Services

7.1.4 Partner with electric and gas utilities to promote energy
efficiency programs to the community, particularly untapped
communities

Sustainability Office

7.1.5 Publicly recognize institutional and private buildings that
achieve specific energy efficiency targets

Sustainability Office

7.1.6 Collaborate to advance the Property Assessed Clean
Energy (PACE) program

Sustainability Office

7.1.7 Assist businesses in obtaining free or subsidized energy
audits for commercial buildings

Sustainability Office

7.1.8 Recognize and support green businesses through events
and recognition by County Commissioners and elected officials

Sustainability Office

7.1.9 Partner with University of Dayton to validate and elevate
the Bring Your Green platform

Sustainability Office
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